
 

MYSTERY 
SKYPE  

In the Classroom 



Mystery Skype  
A 45-60 minute critical thinking 

challenge that your class takes part in 
while Skyping with another class 

somewhere else in the world. Your 
students' goal is to guess the other 
school's location (country, state, city, 

school name) before they guess yours. 
We do this by asking yes and no 

questions. 
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Generate a List of Questions Before we Skyped for the first time, we looked online at other 

classroom’s Skype suggestions and came across many great resources. The incredible 

suggestions and ideas from Wisconsin teacher and blogger, Pernille Ripp saved the day, helping 

my class understand the types of questions they needed to ask. My class now works together to 

generate a list of questions that would help them narrow in on their state quickly. For example, they 

usually begin with, Are you east of the Mississippi River?, knowing the answer will automatically 

rule out half the country. I have typed up our starter questions which are found on the same sheet 

of paper the trackers and mappers use to chart how each question has been answered. 

   

Discuss Skype Rules and Etiquette 

The list my class developed after having a few sessions under our belts: 

•Speak loudly and clearly 

•If you are not speaking, work in quiet whispers 

•Listen to what both sides are saying so you can track the clues 

•Do not shout out answers — indicate your answer to the speaker using your Yes/No cards 

•Be polite when asking and answering 

•This is no time for silliness, take it seriously 

•Remember you are part of a team 

•Ask for help when needed and give help when asked 

•Don’t over-cheer if you guess first and be happy for them if they guess first 

•Do your job and stay busy 
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Other Tips 

We played several deductive reasoning games during carpet time like Guess the 

Number Between 1 and 500 and Guess My State, to help students understand how 

some questions narrow down the possibilities much better than others. This helped them 

understand why their first questions should never be "Is your state Virginia?” (Yes, we 

did that once!) 

 

Do a quick test with the teacher of your mystery class to make sure all the equipment is 

working properly. I skipped this set last time and found out a bit too late that my Apple 

TV speakers weren’t working. The kids waited patiently while we quickly worked out that 

glitch the old-fashioned way — a call using the speakerphone! 

 

Remember this is a learning experience for your class (and you). Your session will 

most likely not be perfect. While I secretly wanted to die when they answered that yes, 

Michigan bordered the Mississippi River, our mappers quickly jumped in and helped 

correct the error — student collaboration at its best. 

 

Send the mystery class an email afterwards thanking them and telling them any other 

information about your state you may not have had the chance to share. 

Mystery Skype has turned out to be an incredibly fun and meaningful experience for our 

class, I hope you will give it a try. If you have used Skype for Education in your 

classroom, I'd love to hear about it in the comment section below. 
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